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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an engine
speed control device and method.
[0002] In particular, the present invention may be
used to advantage, though not exclusively, for control-
ling the speed of a vehicle engine, to which the following
description refers purely by way of example.
[0003] As is known, in the automotive industry, ensur-
ing maximum driving comfort of a vehicle during tran-
sient engine speed states is one of the hardest things
to achieve.
[0004] This is particularly so in certain engine operat-
ing conditions, as, for example, when braking the vehi-
cle running in gear at minimum engine speed, which pro-
duces increasingly severe shaking, and hence discom-
fort to the driver and passengers, as a result of the cen-
tral control unit counteracting the brake-produced re-
duction in engine speed to keep the engine at minimum
speed.
[0005] Other operating conditions resulting in driver
and passenger discomfort in the form of jolting are when
accelerating sharply after releasing the brake, or when
the central control unit gradually brings the engine down
to minimum speed when the accelerator pedal is re-
leased.
[0006] More specifically, when the accelerator pedal
is released, engine speed normally tends to undershoot,
i.e. fall slightly below minimum, only to return to mini-
mum immediately after, thus resulting in jolting of the
driver and passengers.
[0007] The engine speed control algorithms em-
ployed so far by central control units for the purpose of
improving driving comfort provide for PI (proportional-
integral) or PID (proportional-integral-derivative) con-
trol, and, besides being generally ineffective in eliminat-
ing the above drawbacks, comprise numerous calibra-
tion parameters enabling calibration purely by trial and
error. At present, in fact, control algorithms are calibrat-
ed by first performing a series of road tests to determine
performance of the vehicle in the above operating con-
ditions, and then calibrating the control algorithm pa-
rameters substantially manually, trusting in the skill of
technicians with many years' experience.
[0008] It is an object of the present invention to pro-
vide an engine speed control method and device de-
signed to at least partly eliminate the aforementioned
drawbacks.
[0009] More specifically, it is an object of the present
invention to provide an engine speed control method
and device which not only provide for significantly re-
ducing driver and passenger discomfort in the above op-
erating conditions, but which can also be calibrated by
deterministic methods.
[0010] According to the present invention, there is
provided an engine speed control device as claimed in
Claim 1.
[0011] According to the present invention, there is al-

so provided an engine speed control method as claimed
in Claim 10.
[0012] A preferred, non-limiting embodiment of the
present invention will be described by way of example
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 shows a purely abstract block diagram of
a system defined by a vehicle and relative power
train;
Figure 2 shows a more detailed block diagram of
the Figure 1 system;
Figures 3 and 4 show the step response of the Fig-
ure 1 and 2 system;
Figure 5 shows a block diagram of an engine speed
control device in accordance with the present inven-
tion;
Figure 6 shows a more detailed block diagram of an
observer block forming part of the Figure 5 control
device;
Figure 7 shows a more detailed block diagram of a
resisting torque estimator block forming part of the
Figure 6 observer block;
Figure 8 shows a more detailed block diagram of a
tracer block forming part of the Figure 5 control de-
vice;
Figures 9 and 10 show graphs of the Figure 8 tracer
block output during a transient speed state;
Figure 11 shows a more detailed block diagram of
a controller block forming part of the Figure 5 control
device;
Figure 12 shows a graph of a quantity involved in
the Figure 11 controller block;
Figure 13 shows a graph of engine speed and its
mean value within the engine cycle;
Figure 14 shows a graph of the rate of change in
engine speed;
Figures 15-18 show graphs of quantities by which
to determine the vehicle transmission gear en-
gaged when shifting gear;
Figures 19-22 show graphs of quantities by which
to determine the vehicle transmission gear en-
gaged when running at minimum engine speed with
the transmission in neutral.

[0013] For a clear understanding of the present inven-
tion, the following description includes various kinematic
and system equations characteristic of the system de-
fined by a vehicle and its power train, which, as is known,
comprises the engine and drive train, which in turn is
defined by the transmission, the clutch releasably con-
necting the transmission to the engine, and a final drive
unit defined by the differential and axle shafts, and which
connects the transmission to the vehicle wheels.
[0014] For engine speed control purposes, the sys-
tem defined by the vehicle and its power train may be
represented purely abstractly as shown in the Figure 1
block diagram, in which 1 indicates the engine, 2 the
drive shaft, 3 the drive train, and 4 the rest of the vehicle.
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[0015] As is known, fuel combustion generates a cer-
tain torque acting on the drive shaft and hereinafter re-
ferred to as combustion torque Tcmb. And if the system
as a whole were perfectly rigid, engine speed ωeng
would be given by the following equation:

where R is the total resisting torque acting on the drive
shaft, and Jsys is the moment of inertia of the controlled
system calculated with respect to the drive shaft rotation
axis.
[0016] The controlled system is actually defined not
only by the drive shaft but also by all the parts connected
mechanically to it, and therefore changes during oper-
ation of the vehicle. The drive train in fact comprises the
clutch and transmission, which are normally controlled
by the driver of the vehicle by means of the clutch pedal
and gear lever.
[0017] Figure 2 shows a more detailed block diagram
by which to represent the vehicle-power train system for
the purpose of engine speed control, and in which 5 in-
dicates the clutch, 6 the transmission, and 7 the final
drive unit.
[0018] Depending on control by the driver, three main
controlled system states can be distinguished:

a) idle : when the clutch is released; in which case,
the controlled system is defined by the engine and
drive shaft;
b) neutral : when the clutch is engaged and the
transmission in neutral; in which case, the control-
led system is defined by the engine, the drive shaft,
and the main transmission shaft; and
c) in-gear : when the clutch and a gear are engaged;
in which case, the controlled system is defined by
the engine, the drive shaft, the drive train, and the
vehicle.

[0019] Within state c), since each gear has a different
transmission ratio from the others, the controlled system
changes depending on which gear is engaged.
[0020] R and Jsys in equation 1) therefore change de-
pending on the controlled system state.
[0021] The moment of inertia of the engine can be cal-
culated roughly either theoretically, from design data, or
by analysing the step response of the system in the idle
state.
[0022] For passenger vehicle engines, it is normally
Jeng [ [0,1;0,5] kg · m2.
[0023] The moment of inertia of the drive train can be
calculated from design data, and that of the vehicle by
means of the following equation:

Tcmb - R = Jsys · ω
.

eng 1)

where Mveh is the vehicle mass (one or two occupants
should be included); Lwh1 the wheel radius; and r the
transmission ratio.
[0024] As shown clearly in equation 2), the moment
of inertia of the vehicle depends on which gear is en-
gaged. An accurate method of determining the engaged
gear in a vehicle transmission is described later on.
[0025] The Figure 1 system also involves various re-
sisting torque components, which, in the case of the en-
gine, include:

- friction, which may roughly be modelled as a con-
stant plus a viscous component proportional to en-
gine speed; and

- accessory resistances, the effect of which can be
modelled as a constant resisting torque. Some ac-
cessory resistances are "switched on" by the central
control unit, so the corresponding resisting torque,
if known, can be compensated in advance. On oth-
ers, however, no information is available, so that no
instantaneous compensation is possible.

[0026] The drive train, on the other hand, involves on-
ly friction which, in this case too, can be roughly mod-
elled as a constant plus a viscous component propor-
tional to engine speed.
[0027] As for the vehicle, this involves:

- rolling resistance, which is substantially constant
with rare but unpredictable variations;

- aerodynamic drag, which is proportional to the
square of vehicle speed, and therefore of engine
speed; and

- road slope resistance, which involves sudden, un-
predictable, significant variations.

[0028] The dynamic behaviour of the Figure 1-2
system can be analysed on the basis of its step
response, i.e. by first bringing the system to the steady
state, and then immediately increasing the combustion
torque Tcmb by a given quantity. Figures 3 and 4 show
engine speed ωeng quality graphs in the above three
states, i.e. idle, neutral, and in-gear.
[0029] More specifically, in all three states, the main
step response dynamic is exponential (but with a differ-
ent input-output gain), and a small oscillation, hereinaf-
ter referred to as "cycle dynamic", is noted.
[0030] In the in-gear state, a marked damped oscilla-
tion, hereinafter referred to as "drive train dynamic", is
added to the main dynamic just after the input step.
[0031] More specifically, as regards the main dynam-
ic, the exponential behaviour of the step response is
caused by the moment of inertia of the system and by
the variation with time of the resisting torque acting on

Jveh =
4 · Jwh1 + Mveh · Mveh · Lwh1

2

r2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2)
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the drive shaft.
[0032] Both the steady state and instantaneous gains
depend on the system state and, in particular, decrease
when passing from the idle to neutral and then to the in-
gear state, and also decrease as the engaged gear is
increased.
[0033] The main dynamic is similar to that obtained
modelling the system as defined by a moment of inertia
Jsys and a viscous friction βsys.
[0034] The drive train dynamic - which, as stated, is
defined by damped oscillation of the step response in
the in-gear state - is due to the elasticity of the drive train
allowing part of the kinetic energy (and therefore engine
speed oscillations) to pass continually from the engine
to the vehicle and vice versa.
[0035] The drive train dynamic is damped naturally by
the drive train itself. That is, at each passage through
the drive train, said part of the kinetic energy is reduced
by friction in the drive train itself.
[0036] The frequency and amplitude of the drive train
dynamic depend on the gear engaged: as the transmis-
sion ratio increases, frequency increases and amplitude
decreases.
[0037] The cycle dynamic is defined by a persistent
small oscillation in engine speed easily noticeable in the
steady state, and is due to unbalance of the engine cyl-
inders, i.e. to significant differences in the combustion
drive torques generated in the various engine cylinders
(as a result, for example, of differing injector perform-
ance, etc.).
[0038] The frequency of the cycle dynamic depends
on engine speed (seeing as how it has the same period
as the engine cycle), while amplitude depends on the
differences between the various engine cylinders.
[0039] In the light of the above, an engine speed con-
trol device in accordance with the present invention will
now be described with reference to the Figure 5 block
diagram; the device providing, at minimum engine
speed, for maintaining engine speed over and above a
given minimum value, unless the driver of the vehicle
decides otherwise, so as to prevent undesired shutdown
of the engine, and for effectively controlling desired tran-
sient engine speed states at all other engine speeds.
[0040] More specifically, at minimum engine speed, it
is an object of the control device according to the
present invention to prevent engine speed from falling
below a given minimum value - at the same time bearing
in mind that the driver may wish engine speed to fall be-
low said minimum value (as, for example, when braking
in gear at minimum engine speed or when shifting to a
higher gear), that driving comfort must be preserved,
and that sudden variations in engine speed are normally
to be avoided; which object is roughly achieved by in-
creasing, if necessary, the combustion torque requested
by the driver, but without exceeding the maximum drive
torque producible by the engine.
[0041] With reference to Figure 5, the engine speed
control device according to the present invention is in-

dicated as a whole by 10, and is implemented in the
electronic central control unit (ECU) controlling the en-
gine and vehicle and indicated 11. For the sake of clarity,
Figure 5 also includes the Figure 1 block diagram.
[0042] Control device 10 substantially comprises four
blocks: a system speed measuring block 12; a tracer
block 13; an observer block 14; and a controller block
15.
[0043] More specifically, system speed measuring
block 12 selects the most significant, most suitable en-
gine speed ωeng measurement, and, if necessary, proc-
esses the measured engine speed to reduce the dynam-
ics which might possibly impair stability of the controlled
system.
[0044] More specifically, system speed measuring
block 12 comprises a first input receiving engine speed
ωeng; a second input receiving the rotation speed of a
final drive unit member - hereinafter referred to simply
as vehicle speed ωveh; and an output supplying a meas-
ured engine speed ωmeas, which may coincide with en-
gine speed ωeng or with vehicle speed ωveh, or may even
be engine speed ωeng filtered on the basis of a given
criterion described in detail later on.
[0045] More specifically, engine speed ωeng may, for
example, be measured by a known measuring device
connected to the drive shaft and defined by a pulse
wheel fitted to the drive shaft, and by an electromagnetic
sensor facing the pulse wheel and generating an electric
signal indicating the speed and angular position of the
pulse wheel.
[0046] More specifically, the engine speed measuring
device supplies an engine speed value for each cylinder
at the top dead-centre position of the relative piston, and
each value is available immediately after half the drive
shaft rotation to which it refers (180° engine angle).
[0047] Vehicle speed ωveh on the other hand, indi-
cates an alternative engine speed ωeng to that supplied
by the measuring device described above, and can be
measured by any known measuring device connected,
for example, to the axle shafts or to a rotary member on
the differential. For reasons explained later on, vehicle
speed ωveh may even be dispensed with, and is there-
fore indicated by a dash line in Figure 5.
[0048] Tracer block 13 controls the so-called restoring
phases, i.e. transitions between various system states
or between different target engine speed ωtarg values.
[0049] More specifically, tracer block 13 comprises a
first input receiving a target engine speed ωtarg indicat-
ing the engine speed ωeng to be achieved; a second in-
put receiving a maximum engine torque Tmax; a third in-
put receiving the accelerator pedal position APP indicat-
ing the power demanded of engine 1; a first output sup-
plying a reference engine speed ωref indicating the com-
pulsory pattern of engine speed ωeng during the tran-
sient speed state towards said target engine speed
ωtarg; and a second output supplying an open-loop
torque Tol indicating the torque that must be produced
instant by instant by engine 1 during the transient speed

5 6
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state for engine speed ωeng to follow reference engine
speed ωref.
[0050] Observer block 14 makes a real-time estimate
of engine speed and the total resisting torque acting on
the drive shaft.
[0051] More specifically, observer block 14 comprises
a first input receiving the measured engine speed ωmeas
from system speed measuring block 12; a second input
receiving combustion torque Tcmb; a first output supply-
ing an observed engine speed ωobs containing only a
minimum part of the secondary dynamics of the system,
i.e. those not being controlled and which impair perform-
ance and stability of the system; and a second output
supplying an observed resisting torque Robs indicating
the total resisting torque acting on drive shaft 2.
[0052] Controller block 15 comprises a first input re-
ceiving open-loop torque Tol; a second input receiving
reference engine speed ωref; a third input receiving ob-
served engine speed ωobs; a fourth input receiving ob-
served resisting torque Robs; and an output supplying
combustion torque Tcmb.
[0053] Controller block 15 then controls engine 1, and
in particular its injection system, so that the drive torque
generated by engine 1 exactly equals combustion
torque Tcmb.
[0054] Figure 6 shows a more detailed block diagram
of observer block 14.
[0055] As shown in Figure 6, observer block 14 has
an closed-loop structure in which the feedback quantity
is defined by observed engine speed ωobs, which con-
tains only the main dynamic and is supplied to controller
block 15 to prevent instability of the controlled system.
[0056] More specifically, observer block 14 comprises
an adding block 16 having a first input receiving meas-
ured engine ωmeas, a second input receiving observed
engine speed ωobs, and an output supplying an engine
speed error δω1 equal to the difference between meas-
ured engine speed ωmeas and observed engine speed
ωobs; a resisting torque estimate block 17 having an in-
put receiving engine speed error δω1, a first output sup-
plying observed resisting torque Robs, and a second out-
put supplying an instantaneous resisting torque Rinst
which, unlike observed resisting torque Robs, takes into
account the instantaneous variations in the resisting
torque acting on drive shaft 2, e.g. caused by the vehicle
wheels running over a hole or bump in the road; and a
system model block 18 storing the behaviour model of
the system defined by engine 1, drive train 3, and vehicle
4, and having a first input receiving combustion torque
Tcmb, a second input receiving instantaneous resisting
torque Rinst, and an output supplying the observed en-
gine speed supplied to the adding block.
[0057] More specifically, system model block 18 de-
termines observed engine speed ωobs as a function of
the combustion torque Tcmb of the engine and instanta-
neous resisting torque Rinst, according to the following
equation:

where g is the system model gain.
[0058] Figure 7 shows a more detailed block diagram
of resisting torque estimate block 17, which estimates
the total resisting torque acting on the drive shaft as a
function of the difference between measured engine
speed ωmeas and observed engine speed ωobs.
[0059] The structure of the resisting torque estimate
block shown in Figure 7 is based on the assumption that
the total resisting torque acting on the drive shaft re-
mains constant during a sampling period, which is the
same assumption on which PI (proportional-integral)
control is based. In fact, in the steady state, the behav-
iour of observed resisting torque Robs is similar to that
of the integral component of the PI control.
[0060] With reference to Figure 7, resisting torque es-
timate block 17 comprises a first multiplication block 19
having an input receiving engine speed error δω1, and
an output supplying an observed resisting torque varia-
tion δT1 equal to engine speed error δω1 multiplied by a
multiplication coefficient K1; a first adding block 20 hav-
ing a first input receiving observed resisting torque var-
iation δT1, a second input receiving observed resisting
torque Robs, and an output supplying an updated resist-
ing torque Rup equal to the observed resisting torque
Robs plus observed resisting torque variation δT1; and
a delay block 21 having an input receiving updated re-
sisting torque Rup, and an output supplying observed
resisting torque Robs.
[0061] Delay block 21, first adding block 20, and the
feedback branch by which observed resisting torque
Robs is fed back to first adding block 20, actually define
a discrete adder by which, at each sampling instant, ob-
served resisting torque Robs is updated with observed
resisting torque variation δT1.
[0062] Resisting torque estimate block 17 also com-
prises a second multiplication block 22 having an input
receiving engine speed error δω1, and an output supply-
ing an instantaneous resisting torque variation δT2
equal to engine speed error δω1 multiplied by a multipli-
cation coefficient K2; and a second adding block 23 hav-
ing a first input receiving observed resisting torque Robs,
a second input receiving instantaneous resisting torque
variation δT2, and an output supplying said instantane-
ous resisting torque Rinst as the sum of observed resist-
ing torque Robs and instantaneous resisting torque var-
iation δT2.
[0063] As can be seen, if engine speed error δω1 is
zero (δω1=0), observed resisting torque Robs is taken
to be correct and therefore maintained constant. Con-
versely, if engine speed error δω1 is other than zero
(δω1≠0), engine speed error δω1 is taken to be caused:

a) by a permanent variation in observed resisting
torque Robs (or a permanent difference between the

ωobs,i+1 =ωobs,i + g · (Tcmb,i - Rinst,i) 3)

7 8
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combustion torque demanded by the driver and the
combustion torque actually obtained). This varia-
tion (difference) in torque is calculated by means of
multiplication coefficient K1:

Term δT1 updates observed resisting torque
Robs and will therefore continue to affect observed
engine speed ωobs;
b) by an accidental variation in observed resisting
torque Robs (or an accidental difference between
the combustion torque demanded by the driver and
the combustion torque actually obtained). This var-
iation (difference) in torque is calculated by means
of multiplication coefficient K2:

[0064] Term δT2, as opposed to updating observed re-
sisting torque Robs, only affects the next observed en-
gine speed ωobs value via instantaneous resisting
torque Rinst, according to the equation:

[0065] Term δT2 in fact is calculated to only correct
instantaneous resisting torque Rinst, and therefore ob-
served engine speed ωobs, in the event of said acciden-
tal variation, but not observed resisting torque Robs, as
explained previously.
[0066] Multiplication coefficients K1 and K2 are a func-
tion of the convergence time of observer block 14 and
can be calculated using widely documented formulas (to
be found in any in-depth text on automatic control the-
ory).
[0067] Figure 8 shows a more detailed block diagram
of tracer block 13 for controlling the restoring phases, i.
e. transitions between various system states or between
different target engine speed ωtarg values.
[0068] As shown in Figure 8, tracer block 13 has an
open-loop structure, which is based on the assumption
that the tracer block considers the system perfectly de-
scribed by the system model.
[0069] More specifically, tracer block 13 comprises a
torque outline block 24 having a first input receiving
maximum engine torque Tmax, a second input receiving
target engine speed ωtarg, a third input receiving refer-
ence engine speed ωref, a fourth input receiving accel-
erator pedal position APP, and an output supplying
open-loop torque Tol indicating, as stated, the torque to
be supplied instant by instant by the engine for engine
speed ωeng to follow reference engine speed ωref; and
a system model block 25 identical with system model

δT1 = K1 · δω1 4)

δT2 = K2 · δω1 5)

Rinst,i = Robs,i + δT2 6)

block 18 in Figure 6, and having an input receiving open-
loop torque Tol, and an output supplying reference en-
gine speed ωref ·
[0070] Given the above assumption whereby tracer
block 13 considers the system perfectly described by
the system model, it follows that, from the standpoint of
tracer block 13, the angular speed of the system (i.e. the
controlled quantity) is reference engine speed ωref.
[0071] For this reason, torque outline block 24 oper-
ates by comparing reference engine speed ωref with tar-
get engine speed ωtarg to determine whether the system
is to be accelerated or not.
[0072] If reference engine speed ωref differs from tar-
get engine speed ωtarg (ωref≠ωtarg), torque outline block
24 starts a restoring phase and generates at its output
an open-loop torque Tol with a trapezoidal time outline
as shown in Figure 9.
[0073] More specifically, the parameters defining the
trapezoidal outline of open-loop torque Tol - i.e. maxi-
mum value Tol,max (which is never higher than maximum
engine torque Tmax), slope α1 of the ascending portion,
and slope α2 of the descending portion - constitute the
characteristic parameters of tracer block 13, and are a
function of the accelerator pedal position and the gear
engaged.
[0074] More specifically, each characteristic parame-
ter of tracer block 13 is assigned a permissible variation
range defined by a minimum value and a maximum val-
ue, which are a function of the engaged gear and are
determined by tests carried out by the maker; and the
value of each characteristic parameter is determined by
linear interpolation of the respective pair of minimum
and maximum values as a function of the accelerator
pedal position.
[0075] More specifically, if the accelerator pedal is not
pressed (APP=0%), each characteristic parameter as-
sumes the respective minimum value; if the accelerator
pedal is pressed halfway (APP=50%), each character-
istic parameter assumes the intermediate value be-
tween the respective minimum and maximum value;
and if the accelerator pedal is pressed right down
(APP=100%), each characteristic parameter assumes
the respective maximum value.
[0076] For example, slopes α1 and α2 of the ascend-
ing and descending portions of the trapezoidal outline
of open-loop torque Tol can be calculated using the fol-
lowing formula:

[0077] A similar formula can be used to calculate the
maximum value Tol,max of open-loop torque Tol.
[0078] The restoring phase ends when reference en-
gine speed ωref reaches target engine speed ωtarg, and
open-loop torque Tol therefore equals zero, i.e.

α(APP%) = αMIN +
αMAX - αMIN

100
----------------------------------·APP( %

9 10
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which situation continues until one of the following oc-
curs:

- target engine speed ωtarg changes;
- the system state changes and reference engine

speed ωref is initialized with a different value.

[0079] If this again results in ωref≠ωtarg, then tracer
block 13 starts another restoring phase.
[0080] The corresponding reference engine speed
ωref can be calculated using the following equation:

[0081] With the Figure 9 torque outline, during the
transient speed state, reference engine speed ωref
passes from the value assumed before the start of the
transient state to target engine speed ωtarg with an out-
line as shown in Figure 10, which provides for a smooth
restoring phase and, therefore, a transient speed state
incurring no discomfort to the driver or passengers of
the vehicle.
[0082] Figure 11 shows a more detailed block dia-
gram of controller block 15, which, as stated, is connect-
ed to tracer block 13 and observer block 14, and gener-
ates the combustion torque Tcmb for obtaining the de-
sired transient speed state.
[0083] More specifically, controller block 15 compris-
es a first adding block 26 having a first input receiving
reference engine speed ωref, a second input receiving
observed engine speed ωobs, and an output supplying
an engine speed error δω2 equal to the difference be-
tween reference engine speed ωref and observed engine
speed ωobs; a multiplication block 27 having an input re-
ceiving engine speed error δω2, and an output supplying
a proportional torque Tprop equal to engine speed error
δω2 multiplied by a multiplication coefficient K3; a sec-
ond adding block 28 having a first input receiving pro-
portional torque Tprop, a second input receiving ob-
served resisting torque Robs, and an output supplying a
closed-loop torque Tcl equal to the difference between
proportional torque Tprop and observed resisting torque
Robs; and a third adding block 29 having a first input re-
ceiving closed-loop torque Tcl, a second input receiving
open-loop torque Tol, and an output supplying combus-
tion torque Tcmb as the sum of closed-loop torque Tcl
and open-loop torque Tol.
[0084] As can be seen, combustion torque Tcmb is the
sum of two contributions:

a) closed-loop torque Tcl, which ensures observed
engine speed ωobs follows reference engine speed
ωref, and which in turn is the sum of two contribu-
tions:

ωref = ωmin ⇒ Tol = 0

ωref,i+1 = ωref,i + g · Tol,i

a1) proportional torque Tprop, which is propor-
tional to the difference between reference en-
gine speed ωref and observed engine speed
ωobs, i.e.

where K3 is the parameter defining the control-
ler block;
a2) observed resisting torque Robs, which, in
the steady state, behaves the same way as the
integral component of a proportional-integral
closed-loop control;

b) open-loop torque Tol, which ensures reference
engine speed ωref follows target engine speed ωtarg
during the restoring phase.

[0085] Like multiplication coefficients K1 and K2, co-
efficient K3 is also a function of the convergence time of
observer block 14 and can be calculated using widely
documented formulas (to be found in any in-depth text
on automatic control theory).
[0086] Figure 12 shows the closed-loop torque Tcl
outline as a function of observed engine speed ωobs. As
can be seen, when ωobs=ωref, Tcl=-Robs, i.e. no closed-
loop acceleration/deceleration is requested.
[0087] As stated, a further aspect of the present in-
vention is the way system speed measuring block 12
supplies measured engine speed ωmeas as a function of
engine speed ωeng and vehicle speed ωveh.
[0088] More specifically, engine speed ωeng is a quan-
tity supplied in real time by the relative measuring device
at the top dead-centre positions of the respective cylin-
der pistons, and is available immediately after half the
rotation of drive shaft 2 to which it refers (180° engine
angle). Since, however, it contains all the dynamics, not
only the main one, mentioned previously, to remove the
undesired dynamics, it must be processed as described
in detail below.
[0089] More specifically, the noise affecting engine
speed ωeng is manifested in the different individual en-
gine speed values supplied by the relative measuring
device at the respective top dead-center positions in
each engine cycle, even when engine speed ωeng is
more or less constant within the engine cycle, and is nor-
mally caused by differing behaviour of the various en-
gine components or the injection system, due, for ex-
ample, to construction tolerances of the components, in
particular the electroinjectors.
[0090] Vehicle speed ωveh, on the other hand, has no
cycle dynamic and only a very small drive train dynamic,
but is delayed with respect to engine speed ωeng, which
is the controlled quantity, due to the elasticity of the drive
train; and the delay is further increased by transmission
time if the signal is made available over a CAN network.
[0091] In the light of the above, whether engine speed

Tprop = K3 · (ωref - ωobs)
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ωeng or vehicle speed ωveh is to be used by system
speed measuring block 12 to generate measured en-
gine speed ωmeas depends on the type of application.
More specifically, in all applications in which vehicle
speed ωveh is an actual improvement over engine speed
ωeng, i.e. when vehicle speed ωveh is only slightly de-
layed with respect to engine speed ωeng, or the drive
train dynamic it contains is substantially negligible, then
measured engine speed ωmeas is defined by vehicle
speed ωveh. In all other cases, i.e. when vehicle speed
ωveh is delayed excessively with respect to engine
speed ωeng, or the drive train dynamic is significant, or
when vehicle speed ωveh is not measured on account of
the relative measuring device not being provided, then
measured engine speed ωmeas is a function of engine
speed ωeng.
[0092] More specifically, according to one aspect of
the present invention, in applications in which system
speed measuring block 12 employs engine speed ωeng,
the measured engine speed ωmeas supplied by system
speed measuring block 12 is defined by engine speed
ωeng measured by the relative measuring device, when
engine speed ωeng is in a transient state, and is defined
by engine speed appropriately filtered over a predeter-
mined time window - hereinafter referred to as filtered
speed ωfilt - when engine speed ωeng is in a substantially
steady state.
[0093] More specifically, since, when engine speed
ωeng is in a transient state, the device measuring engine
speed ωeng supplies an engine speed ωeng value for
each cylinder at the top dead-centre position of the rel-
ative piston, and each value is available immediately af-
ter half the drive shaft rotation to which it refers, filtered
speed ωfilt is generated by filtering engine speed ωeng
over a movable window of an amplitude corresponding
to an engine cycle, i.e. filtered speed ωfilt is calculated
as a mobile average of the last four values supplied by
the measuring device.
[0094] The distinction between the transient state and
substantially steady state of engine speed ωeng is made
on the basis of the derivative of filtered speed ωfilt. More
specifically, engine speed ωeng is taken to be in a sub-
stantially steady state when the derivative of filtered
speed ωfilt is below a given threshold value for at least
one whole engine cycle. Otherwise, engine speed ωeng
is taken to be in a transient state.
[0095] In other words, engine speed ωeng is taken to
be in a substantially steady state if at least four succes-
sive values of the derivative of the mean engine speed
ωeng values are below said threshold value, which a
function of the engaged gear.
[0096] It should be pointed out that a relationship ex-
ists between the steady or transient state of engine
speed ωeng and the operating condition of the engine.
More specifically, the transient state of engine speed
ωeng coincides with the so-called transient engine speed
state, while the substantially steady state of engine
speed ωeng coincides with the so-called steady engine

speed state.
[0097] Figure 13 shows, by way of example, a graph
of engine speed ωeng measured by the relative measur-
ing device, and filtered speed ωfilt. More specifically, the
dots on the engine speed ωeng graph indicate the indi-
vidual engine speed ωeng values supplied by the meas-
uring device at the top dead-centre positions of the rel-
ative cylinder pistons, while each dot on the filtered
speed ωfilt graph indicates the mean value of the last
four engine speed ωeng values supplied by the measur-
ing device.
[0098] Figure 14 shows a graph of the filtered speed
derivative dωfilt/dt; and the threshold value Th, depend-
ing on the engaged gear, used to distinguish between
the transient state and substantially steady state of en-
gine speed ωeng.
[0099] Generating measured engine speed ωmeas as
described above, the observer block is supplied with fil-
tered speed ωfilt when engine speed ωeng is in the sub-
stantially steady state, to eliminate the dynamics which
might impair the stability of the system, and the filtering
delay has no effect on control by the system by virtue of
the engine in this state operating at a speed at which
the engine or vehicle operating quantities are substan-
tially stable or undergo only slow variations not calling
for rapid intervention of the system.
[0100] Conversely, when engine speed ωeng is in the
transient state, the observer block is supplied directly
with engine speed ωeng measured by the measuring de-
vice, so that the system is able to control the relative
operating quantities in real time.
[0101] As stated in the introduction, engine speed
ωeng according to equation 1) describing the vehicle and
power train from the system standpoint depends on the
moment of inertia of the vehicle, which in turn depends
on the vehicle transmission gear engaged.
[0102] The gear engaged is therefore one of the ve-
hicle operating quantities which must be determined by
the central control unit to control engine speed ωeng.
[0103] The following is a description of a perfected
method of determining the vehicle transmission gear en-
gaged.
[0104] As is known, for each engaged gear, the trans-
mission has a respective nominal transmission ratio de-
fined as the ratio between the rotation speed of the drive
shaft and that of the output shaft of the transmission.
This definition also applies when the clutch is released
and no power is actually transmitted between the engine
and transmission.
[0105] At present, the transmission gear engaged is
determined directly by the electronic central control unit
(ECU) by first calculating the ratio between the rotation
speed of the drive shaft and that of the output shaft of
the transmission; comparing the calculated transmis-
sion ratio with a number of transmission ratio ranges or
bands, each centred about a respective nominal trans-
mission ratio of a respective gear; and, finally, determin-
ing the gear by determining which transmission ratio
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band contains the calculated transmission ratio.
[0106] More specifically, the transmission ratio bands
are contiguous and successive, and each of an ampli-
tude depending on the respective gear and which nor-
mally equals roughly ± 20% of the respective nominal
transmission ratio.
[0107] Though widely used, the above method of de-
termining the engaged gear has a major drawback pre-
venting it from being fully exploited.
[0108] More specifically, some of the algorithms em-
ployed by the central control unit - in particular, those
controlling the various operations involved in shifting
gear - need to know, when shifting gear, when the trans-
mission passes through the neutral state in which no
gear is engaged; which is practically impossible to know,
given the contiguous arrangement of the transmission
bands.
[0109] One proposal to overcome this drawback - and
which in some cases has actually been implemented -
is to narrow down the transmission ratio bands so they
are detached, i.e. non-contiguous, and so form, be-
tween each pair of adjacent transmission ratio bands, a
band which, not relating to a transmission ratio, can be
related to the neutral state.
[0110] In this way, when shifting gear, as the trans-
mission ratio calculated by the central control unit pass-
es from the previously occupied to the adjacent trans-
mission ratio band, it passes through a neutral band,
thus enabling the relative neutral state to be determined.
[0111] Though successfully enabling passage
through the neutral state to be determined when shifting
gear, this solution also has a drawback preventing it
from being fully exploited.
[0112] More specifically, in certain vehicle operating
conditions, e.g. fast transient operating states caused
by braking or accelerating sharply in gear, the torsional
elasticity of the drive train causes the rotation speeds of
the drive shaft and transmission output shaft to oscillate
about the nominal values they should assume as a func-
tion of driver control and the engaged gear respectively.
[0113] More specifically, oscillations in rotation speed
of the drive shaft are out of phase with respect to those
of the transmission output shaft, and are greater in am-
plitude owing to the different moments of inertia of the
engine and the vehicle as a whole to which the drive
train is connected.
[0114] Though insignificant in terms of the mechani-
cal effect on the drive train and engine, oscillations in
rotation speed of the drive shaft and transmission output
shaft may have serious repercussions in terms of vehi-
cle control.
[0115] That is, the amplitude and phase shift of the
oscillations in rotation speed of the drive shaft and trans-
mission output shaft may cause the transmission ratio
calculated by the central control unit to slip temporarily
from the relative transmission ratio band, thus resulting
in a faulty neutral state reading by the central control
unit, and all the negative consequences this entails in

terms of vehicle operation control.
[0116] To overcome this drawback, according to one
aspect of the present invention, the amplitude of the
transmission ratio bands is modulated as a function of
the amplitude of the oscillations in rotation speed of the
drive shaft and transmission output shaft. That is, the
transmission ratio bands are widened in proportion to
the amplitude of the oscillations.
[0117] More specifically, since the useful torque of the
engine is the difference between the drive torque gen-
erated by combustion and the resisting torque acting on
the engine and caused, among other things, by the tor-
sional elasticity of the drive train, the amplitude of the
oscillations in rotation speed of the drive shaft and trans-
mission output shaft is determined by calculating the
variation in the resisting torque acting on the engine.
[0118] More specifically, the variation in the resisting
torque acting on the engine is determined by first calcu-
lating the variation in the useful torque of the engine,
which, given the known linear relationship between
torque and angular acceleration of the engine, is pro-
portional to the second derivative of engine speed (the
derivative is the difference between the current and pre-
ceding sample); and then subtracting from the variation
in useful torque of the engine the variation in the com-
bustion torque of the engine, i.e. the drive torque gen-
erated by fuel combustion, which is a quantity that can
be calculated by the central control unit in known man-
ner, therefore not described in detail, as a function of
the amount of fuel injected by the electroinjectors.
[0119] Once the variation in the resisting torque acting
on the engine is determined, its envelope is determined,
and the amplitude of each transmission ratio band is in-
creased in proportion to the ratio between the envelope
of the variation in the resisting torque acting on the en-
gine, and the moment of inertia of the engine.
[0120] More specifically, the upper limit of each trans-
mission ratio band equals the sum of a constant contri-
bution determined at the vehicle design stage, and a
contribution proportional to the ratio between the enve-
lope of the variation in the resisting torque acting on the
engine, and the moment of inertia of the engine; and the
lower limit of each transmission ratio band equals the
difference between a constant contribution also deter-
mined at the vehicle design stage (and located symmet-
rically on the opposite side of the relative nominal trans-
mission ratio with respect to the constant contribution of
the upper limit), and a contribution proportional to the
ratio between the envelope of the variation in the resist-
ing torque acting on the engine, and the moment of in-
ertia of the engine.
[0121] The proportion factor relating the width in-
crease of the transmission ratio bands and the ratio be-
tween the envelope of the variation in the resisting
torque acting on the engine and the inertia of the engine
depends on the amplitude of the oscillations in rotation
speed of the drive shaft and transmission output shaft,
and therefore the mechanical characteristics of the drive
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train, and the desired increase in width of the transmis-
sion ratio bands.
[0122] The neutral state and in-gear state of the trans-
mission are distinguished as follows.
[0123] At the end of the so-called engine cranking
phase, the transmission is assumed to be in neutral;
whereas, in all other cases, the neutral state of the trans-
mission is determined when the transmission ratio cal-
culated by the central control unit lies in one of the neu-
tral bands (i.e. does not lie in any of the transmission
ratio bands).
[0124] Transition from the neutral to in-gear state of
the transmission, on the other hand, is only determined
when both the following conditions occur simultaneous-
ly:

a) the transmission ratio calculated by the central
control unit lies in a transmission ratio band;
b) the absolute value of the derivative of the trans-
mission ratio calculated by the central control unit
is below a given threshold value.

[0125] Condition b) is checked to prevent the central
control unit from erroneously determining an in-gear
state, when the transmission is actually in, and main-
tained in, neutral.
[0126] In fact, just after the transmission is shifted to
and maintained in neutral, no power is transmitted from
the engine to the vehicle wheels, so that the rotation
speeds of the drive shaft and transmission output shaft
evolve independently of each other, and the transmis-
sion ratio calculated by the central control unit can cross
the transmission ratio bands relative to the other gears.
[0127] For example, when the vehicle travels along a
flat road, the transmission ratio calculated by the central
control unit decreases substantially steadily with time,
and crosses all the transmission ratio bands of the gears
lower than the one engaged prior to shifting to neutral.
[0128] Consequently, if transition from the neutral to
an in-gear state were to be determined solely on the ba-
sis of the comparison in point a), whenever the trans-
mission ratio calculated by the central control unit lies
in a transmission ratio band as it crosses the transmis-
sion ratio bands of the gears lower than the one en-
gaged prior to shifting to neutral, the central control unit
would erroneously determine an in-gear state, when in
actual fact the transmission is still in neutral.
[0129] The point b) check prevents this from happen-
ing, on condition, however, that the threshold value used
in the point b) comparison is lower than the absolute val-
ue of the derivative of the transmission ratio calculated
by the central control unit when the transmission is in
neutral.
[0130] In fact, as stated with reference to the vehicle
travelling along a -flat road, when the transmission is
shifted to neutral, the transmission ratio calculated by
the central control unit decreases substantially steadily
with time, so that its derivative assumes a constant val-

ue.
[0131] Therefore, by selecting a threshold value lower
than the absolute value of the derivative of the transmis-
sion ratio calculated by the central control unit when the
transmission is in neutral, whenever the transmission
ratio calculated by the central control unit lies in a trans-
mission ratio band as it crosses the transmission ratio
bands of the gears lower than the one engaged prior to
shifting to neutral, the condition in point a) is met, but
not the one in point b), so the central control unit rightly
continues to determine the neutral state.
[0132] As opposed to being constant, the threshold
value used in the point b) comparison follows the same
pattern as the transmission ratio band limits, i.e. is also
modulated as a function of the amplitude of the oscilla-
tions in rotation speed of the drive shaft and transmis-
sion output shaft with respect to the values they should
assume as a function of driver control and the gear en-
gaged.
[0133] More specifically, the threshold value equals
the sum of a constant contribution, and a contribution
proportional to the ratio between the envelope of the var-
iation in the resisting torque acting on the engine the
moment of inertia of the engine.
[0134] In the light of what has been said concerning
the point b) check preventing an in-gear state from being
determined erroneously when in actual fact the trans-
mission is in neutral, the constant contribution is select-
ed as low as compatibly possible with the noise associ-
ated with the transmission ratio calculated when the
transmission is in neutral.
[0135] In fact, when the transmission is in neutral, the
vehicle and engine are disconnected, and the oscilla-
tions in rotation speed of the drive shaft and transmis-
sion output shaft about the values they should assume
as a function of driver control and the engaged gear are
zero, so that the threshold value coincides with the con-
stant contribution and prevents an in-gear state from be-
ing determined erroneously.
[0136] The contribution proportional to the ratio be-
tween the envelope of the variation in the resisting
torque acting on the engine and the moment of inertia
of the engine provides for speeding up determination of
the in-gear state. That is, when a gear is engaged so
that, depending on whether the clutch is released sharp-
ly or not, the above oscillations may occur, the contribu-
tion proportional to the ratio between the envelope of
the variation in the resisting torque acting on the engine
and the moment of inertia of the engine increases the
threshold value with respect to the value assumed in the
neutral state, so that the absolute value of the derivative
of the transmission ratio calculated by the central control
unit takes less time to become lower than the threshold
value, and the condition in point b) is therefore met faster
than if the threshold value were to remain at the value
assumed in the neutral state.
[0137] The proportion factor relating the increase in
the threshold value and the ratio between the envelope
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of the variation in the resisting torque acting on the en-
gine and the moment of inertia of the engine is therefore
selected at the design stage on the basis of the above
considerations.
[0138] Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 show, by way of ex-
ample, graphs of some of the above quantities when
shifting gear, i.e. during a transient state in which the
transmission is disconnected and then reconnected to
the vehicle engine.
[0139] More specifically, Figure 15 shows the varia-
tion in the resisting torque acting on the engine δTveh;
in Figure 16, the bold line shows the transmission ratio
calculated by the central control unit rtrx, the thin lines
show the two limits of one of the transmission ratio
bands indicated Bgear, and the dash line shows the nom-
inal value of the transmission ratio of the transmission
ratio band; in Figure 17, the bold line shows the absolute
value of the derivative of the transmission ratio calculat-
ed by the central control unit |drtrx|, and the dash line
shows the threshold value Th used in the point b) com-
parison described above; and Figure 18 shows a time
graph of the state (neutral or in-gear) determined by the
central control unit.
[0140] As shown by comparing Figures 15 and 16,
when shifting gear when the envelope of the variation
in the resisting torque acting on the engine assumes a
zero value, the transmission ratio band has a relatively
low, constant amplitude, as in the known art; whereas,
when the envelope of the variation in the resisting torque
acting on the engine is other than zero, the transmission
ratio band widens in proportion to the envelope.
[0141] On the other hand, as shown by comparing
Figures 15 and 17, when shifting gear when the enve-
lope of the variation in the resisting torque acting on the
engine assumes a zero value, the threshold assumes a
low value equal to the constant contribution assumed in
the known art; whereas, when the envelope of the var-
iation in the resisting torque acting on the engine as-
sumes a value of other than zero, the threshold value
increases in proportion to the envelope.
[0142] Finally, as shown by comparing Figures 17 and
18, when shifting gear when the absolute value of the
derivative of the transmission ratio calculated by the
central control unit is below the threshold value (point
b) comparison), the central control unit determines com-
pletion of the gearshift, i.e. a complete transition from
the neutral state following disengagement of the en-
gaged gear, to the in-gear state.
[0143] Figures 19, 20, 21 and 22 show graphs of the
same quantities as in Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 respec-
tively, but during idle motion of the vehicle, i.e. when the
vehicle is moving but with the transmission in neutral,
so that the speed of the drive shaft and the speed of the
transmission output shaft evolve independently.
[0144] In this condition, the transmission is discon-
nected from the engine, so that none of the above os-
cillations in rotation speed of the drive shaft and trans-
mission output shaft occur.

[0145] Consequently, the envelope of the variation in
the resisting torque acting on the engine assumes a per-
manent zero value; the amplitude of the transmission
ratio band remains at a constant low value; the threshold
value coincides with the constant contribution; and the
absolute value of the derivative of the transmission ratio
calculated by the central control unit remains higher
than the threshold value, so that the central control unit
determines a neutral state.
[0146] When the transmission is in neutral, the ampli-
tude of the transmission ratio bands depends on the re-
spective gear, and typically ranges between ± 2% of the
respective nominal transmission ratio in fifth gear, and
± 4% of the respective nominal transmission ratio in first
gear.
[0147] Tests conducted by the Applicant have shown
that widening the transmission ratio bands in proportion
to the amplitude of the oscillations in rotation speed of
the drive shaft and transmission output shaft about the
nominal values they should assume as a function of driv-
er control and the gear engaged provides for completely
eliminating the drawbacks of the known state of the art,
i.e. for preventing the central control unit from errone-
ously determining a neutral state on account of the
above oscillations.
[0148] Moreover, in the absence of such oscillations,
the amplitude of the transmission ratio bands is less
than in the known art, thus improving its advantages.
This, combined with the point b) check described above,
greatly reduces, as compared with the known state of
the art, the risk of erroneously determining an in-gear
state.
[0149] Moreover, increasing the threshold value used
in the point b) comparison in proportion to the amplitude
of said oscillations, as opposed to the threshold value
remaining constant at the lower value, greatly reduces
the time taken by the central control unit to determine
the transmission ratio band of the calculated transmis-
sion ratio.
[0150] The advantages of the present invention will
be clear from the foregoing description.
[0151] In particular, tests conducted by the Applicant
have shown the particular architecture of the Figure 5
control device provides for overcoming many of the
drawbacks typically associated with known control de-
vices, and, in particular, for significant improvements in
reducing undershooting in gear and shaking of the ve-
hicle.
[0152] Clearly, changes may be made to the control
device as described and illustrated herein without, how-
ever, departing from the scope of the present invention
as defined in the accompanying Claims.

Claims

1. A control device (10) for controlling the speed (ωeng)
of an engine (1), characterized by comprising:
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- tracer means (13) which receive a target engine
speed (ωtarg) indicating the desired engine
speed (ωeng), and a maximum engine torque
(Tmax), and supply a reference engine speed
(ωref) indicating the behaviour of the engine
speed (ωeng) during a transient speed state to-
wards said target engine speed (ωtarg), and an
open-loop torque (Tol) indicating the drive
torque which must be produced by said engine
(1) during said transient speed state for the en-
gine speed (ωeng) to follow said reference en-
gine speed (ωref);

- observer means (14) which receive a meas-
ured engine speed (ωmeas) indicating the en-
gine speed (ωeng), and a combustion torque
(Tcmb) indicating the drive torque generated by
fuel combustion in said engine (1), and supply
an observed engine speed (ωobs) representing
an estimate of engine speed (ωeng) made on
the basis of a system model (18) and as a func-
tion of said combustion torque (Tcmb) and said
measured engine speed (ωmeas), and an ob-
served resisting torque (Robs) representing an
estimate of the total resisting torque acting on
the drive shaft (2) of said engine (1) and made
as a function of said observed engine speed
(ωobs) and said measured engine speed
(ωmeas) ; and

- controller means (15) which receive said open-
loop torque (Tol), said reference engine speed
(ωref), said observed engine speed (ωobs), and
said observed resisting torque (Robs), and sup-
ply said combustion torque (Tcmb); said control-
ler means (15) controlling said engine (1) so
that the drive torque generated by fuel combus-
tion equals said combustion torque (Tcmb).

2. A control device as claimed in Claim 1, character-
ized in that said observer means (14) determine
said observed engine speed (ωobs) and said ob-
served resisting torque (Robs) as a function of the
difference between said measured engine speed
(ωmeas) and the observed engine speed (ωobs) itself.

3. A control device as claimed in Claim 1 or 2, char-
acterized in that said observer means (14) com-
prise first adding means (16) which receive said
measured engine speed (ωmeas) and said observed
engine speed (ωobs), and supply a first engine
speed error (δω1) related to the difference between
the measured engine speed (ωmeas) and the ob-
served engine speed (ωobs); resisting torque esti-
mating means (17) which receive said first engine
speed error (δω1), and supply said observed resist-
ing torque (Robs) and an instantaneous resisting
torque (Rinst); and first system model means (18)
which store said system model, receive said com-
bustion torque (Tcmb) and said instantaneous resist-

ing torque (Rinst), and supply said observed engine
speed (ωobs).

4. A control device as claimed in Claim 3, character-
ized in that said resisting torque estimating means
(17) comprise first multiplication means (19) which
receive said first engine speed error (δω1), and sup-
ply an observed resisting torque variation (δT1) re-
lated to the first engine speed error (δω1) multiplied
by a first multiplication coefficient (K1); second add-
ing means (20) which receive said observed resist-
ing torque variation (δT1) and said observed resist-
ing torque (Robs), and supply an updated resisting
torque (Rup) related to the observed resisting torque
(Robs) plus the observed resisting torque variation
(δT1); delaying means (21) which receive said up-
dated resisting torque (Rup), and supply said ob-
served resisting torque (Robs) ; second multiplica-
tion means (22) which receive said first engine
speed error (δω1), and supply an instantaneous re-
sisting torque variation (δT2) related to the first en-
gine speed error (δω1) multiplied by a second mul-
tiplication coefficient (K2); and third adding means
(23) which receive said observed resisting torque
(Robs) and said instantaneous resisting torque var-
iation (δT2), and supply said instantaneous resisting
torque (Rinst) related to the observed resisting
torque (Robs) plus the instantaneous resisting
torque variation (δT2).

5. A control device as claimed in any one of the fore-
going Claims, characterized in that said tracer
means (13) comprise torque outline generating
means (24) which receive said maximum engine
torque (Tmax), said target engine speed (ωtarg), said
reference engine speed (ωref), and an accelerator
pedal position (APP), and supply said open-loop
torque (Tol); said open-loop torque (Tol) having a
trapezoidal outline with time when said reference
engine speed (ωref) differs from said target engine
speed (ωtarg); said tracer means (13) also compris-
ing second system model means (25) which store
said system model, receive said open-loop torque
(Tol), and supply said reference engine speed (ωref).

6. A control device as claimed in Claim 5, character-
ized in that said trapezoidal outline with time of said
open-loop torque (Tol) is defined by characteristic
parameters comprising the maximum value
(Tol,max) assumable by the open-loop torque (Tol),
the slope (α1) of the ascending portion of the trap-
ezoidal outline, and the slope (α2) of the descending
portion of the trapezoidal outline; each of said char-
acteristic parameters having a permissible variation
range defined by a minimum value and a maximum
value; and the value of each characteristic param-
eter being a function of the accelerator pedal posi-
tion (APP).
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7. A control device as claimed in Claim 6, character-
ized in that the value of each said characteristic
parameter is determined by linear interpolation of
the respective pair of minimum and maximum val-
ues as a function of the accelerator pedal position
(APP).

8. A control device as claimed in Claim 6 or 7, char-
acterized in that the minimum value and the max-
imum value defining the permissible variation range
of each said characteristic parameter are a function
of the engaged gear in a transmission (6) coupled
to said engine (1).

9. A control device as claimed in any one of the fore-
going Claims, characterized in that said controller
means (15) comprise fourth adding means (26)
which receive said reference engine speed (ωref)
and said observed engine speed (ωobs), and supply
a second engine speed error (δω2) equal to the dif-
ference between the reference engine speed (ωref)
and the observed engine speed (ωobs) ; third multi-
plication means (27) which receive said second en-
gine speed error (δω2), and supply a proportional
torque (Tprop) related to the second engine speed
error (δω2) multiplied by a third multiplication coef-
ficient (K3); fifth adding means (28) which receive
said proportional torque (Tprop) and said observed
resisting torque (Robs), and supply a closed-loop
torque (Tcl) related to the difference between the
proportional torque (Tprop) and the observed resist-
ing torque (Robs) ; and sixth adding means (29)
which receive said closed-loop torque (Tcl) and said
open-loop torque (Tol); and supply said combustion
torque (Tcmb) related to the closed-loop torque (Tcl)
plus the open-loop torque (Tol)·

10. A method of controlling the speed (ωeng) of an en-
gine (1), characterized by comprising the steps of:

- supplying a target engine speed (ωtarg) indicat-
ing the desired engine speed (ωeng), and a
maximum engine torque (Tmax) ;

- generating a measured engine speed (ωmeas)
indicating the engine speed (ωeng), and a com-
bustion torque (Tcmb) indicating the drive
torque generated by fuel combustion in said en-
gine (1);

- generating a reference engine speed (ωref) in-
dicating the behaviour of the engine speed
(ωeng) during a transient speed state towards
said target engine speed (ωtarg), and an open-
loop torque (Tol) indicating the drive torque
which must be produced by said engine (1) dur-
ing said transient speed state for the engine
speed (ωeng) to follow said reference engine
speed (ωref), as a function of said maximum en-
gine torque (Tmax) and said target engine

speed (ωtarg) ;
- generating an observed engine speed (ωobs)

representing an estimate of engine speed
(ωeng) made on the basis of a system model
(18) and as a function of said combustion
torque (Tcmb) and said measured engine speed
(ωmeas), and an observed resisting torque
(Robs) representing an estimate of the total re-
sisting torque acting on the drive shaft (2) of
said engine (1) and made as a function of said
observed engine speed (ωobs) and said meas-
ured engine speed (ωmeas);

- generating said combustion torque (Tcmb) as a
function of said open-loop torque (Tol), said ref-
erence engine speed (ωref), said observed en-
gine speed (ωobs), and said observed resisting
torque (Robs); and

- controlling said engine (1) so that the drive
torque generated by fuel combustion equals
said combustion torque (Tcmb).

Patentansprüche

1. Steuerungsvorrichtung (10) zum Steuern der Dreh-
zahl (ωeng) eines Motors (1), dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass sie Folgendes umfasst:

- eine Nachverfolgungseinrichtung (13), in die ei-
ne Motorsolldrehzahl (ωtarg) eingeht, die die ge-
wünschte Motordrehzahl (ωeng) angibt, sowie
ein maximales Motordrehmoment (Tmax), und
die eine Motorreferenzdrehzahl (ωref) liefert,
die das Verhalten der Motordrehzahl (ωeng)
während eines Zustands des Übergangs der
Drehzahl zur Motorsolldrehzahl (ωtarg) angibt,
und ein Drehmoment (Tol) vom offenen Kreis,
das das Antriebsdrehmoment angibt, welches
vom Motor (1) während des Drehzahlüber-
gangszustands der Motordrehzahl (ωeng) er-
bracht werden muss, um sich der Motorrefe-
renzdrehzahl (ωref) anzupassen;

- eine Überwachungseinrichtung (14), in die eine
gemessene Motordrehzahl (ωmeas) eingeht, die
die Motordrehzahl (ωeng) angibt, und ein Ver-
brennungsdrehmoment (Tcmb), welches das
durch Ktaftstoffverbrennung im Motor (1) er-
zeugte Antriebsdrehmoment angibt, und die ei-
ne überwachte Motordrehzahl (ωobs) liefert, die
eine Schätzung der Motordrehzahl (ωeng) an-
gibt, welche auf der Basis eines Systemmo-
dells (18) und in Abhängigkeit von dem Ver-
brennungsdrehmoment (Tcmb) und der gemes-
senen Motordrehzahl (ωmeas) erstellt wurde,
und ein überwachtes Widerstandsdrehmoment
(Robs), das eine Schätzung des an der An-
triebswelle (2) des Motors (1) wirkenden Ge-
samtwiderstandsdrehmoments darstellt, die in
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Abhängigkeit von der überwachten Motordreh-
zahl (ωobs) und der gemessenen Motordreh-
zahl (ωmeas) erstellt wurde; und

- eine Steuerungseinrichtung (15), in die das
Drehmoment (Tol) vom offenen Kreis, die Mo-
torreferenzdrehzahl (ωref), die überwachte Mo-
tordrehzahl (ωobs) und das überwachte Wider-
standsdrehmoment (Robs) eingehen, und die
das Verbrennungsdrehmoment (Tcmb) liefert;
wobei die Steuerungseinrichtung (15) den Mo-
tor (1) so steuert, dass das durch Kraftstoffver-
brennung erzeugte Antriebsdrehmoment
gleich dem Verbrennungsdrehmoment (Tcmb)
ist.

2. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Überwachungseinrich-
tung (14) die überwachte Motordrehzahl (ωobs) und
das überwachte Widerstands drehmoment (Robs) in
Abhängigkeit von dem Unterschied zwischen der
gemessenen Motordrehzahl (ωmeas) und der über-
wachten Motordrehzahl (ωobs) selbst bestimmt.

3. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Überwa-
chungseinrichtung (14) Folgendes umfasst: eine
erste Addierereinrichtung (16), in die die gemesse-
ne Motordrehzahl (ωmeas) und die überwachte Mo-
tordrehzahl (ωobs) eingehen, und die eine erste Mo-
tordrehzahlabweichung (δω1) liefert, die zum Unter-
schied zwischen der gemessenen Motordrehzahl
(ωmeas) und der überwachten Motordrehzahl (ωobs)
in Bezug steht; eine Widerstandsdrehmoment-
Schätzeinrichtung (17), in die die erste Motordreh-
zahlabweichung (δω1) eingeht, und die das über-
wachte Widerstandsdrehmoment (Robs) und ein
momentanes Widerstandsdrehmoment (Rinst) lie-
fert; und eine erste System modelleinrichtung (18),
die das Systemmodell speichert, in die das Ver-
brenhungsdrehmoment (Tcmb) und das momentane
Widerstandsdrehmoment (Rinst) eingehen, und die
die überwachte Motordrehzahl (ωobs) liefert.

4. Steuerungseinrichtung nach Anspruch 3, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Widerstandsdrehmo-
ment-Schätzeinrichtung (17) Folgendes umfasst:
eine erste Multiplikationseinrichtung (19), in die die
erste Motordrehzahlabweichung (δω1) eingeht, und
die eine überwachte Schwankung (δT1) des Wider-
standsdrehmoments liefert, die in Bezug steht zu
der mit einem ersten Multiplikationskoeffizienten
(K1) multiplizierten ersten Motordrehzahlabwei-
chung (δω1); eine zweite Addierereinrichtung (20),
in die die überwachte Schwankung (δT1) des Wi-
derstandsdrehmoments und das überwachte Wi-
derstandsdrehmoment (Robs) eingehen, und die ein
aktualisiertes Widerstandsdrehmoment (Rup) lie-
fert, das in Bezug steht zu dem überwachten Wi-

derstands drehmoment (Robs) plus der überwach-
ten Schwankung (δT1) des Widerstandsdrehmo-
ments; eine Verzögerungseinrichtung (21), in die
das aktualisierte Widerstandsdrehmoment (Rup)
eingeht und die das überwachte Widerstandsdreh-
moment (Robs) liefert; eine zweite Multiplikations-
einrichtung (22), in die die erste Motordrehzahlab-
weichung (δω1) eingeht und die eine momentane
Schwankung (δT2) des Widerstandsdrehmoments
liefert, die in Bezug steht zu der mit einem zweiten
Multiplikationskoeffizienten (K2) multiplizierten er-
sten Motordrehzahlabweichung (δω1); und eine
dritte Addierereinrichtung (23), in die das über-
wachte Widerstandsdrehmoment (Robs) und die
momentane Schwankung (δT2) des Widerstands-
drehmoments eingehen, und die das momentane
Widerstandsdrehmoment (Rinst) liefert, das in Be-
zug steht zu dem überwachten Widerstandsdreh-
moment (Robs) plus der momentanen Schwankung
(δT2) des Widerstandsdrehmoments.

5. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorherge-
henden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die Nachverfolgungseinrichtung (13) eine
Drehmomentverlaufs-Erzeugungseinrichtung (24)
umfasst, in die das maximale Motordrehmoment
(Tmax), die Motorsolldrehzahl (ωtarg), die Motorrefe-
renzdrehzahl (ωref) und eine Gaspedalposition
(APP) eingehen, und die das Drehmoment (Tol)
vom offenen Kreis liefert; wobei das Drehmoment
(Tol) vom offenen Kreis einen über die Zeit trapez-
förmigen Verlauf aufweist, wenn sich die Motorre-
ferenzdrehzahl (ωref) von der Motorsolldrehzahl
(ωtarg) unterscheidet; wobei die Nachverfolgungs-
einrichtung (13) auch eine zweite Systemmodell-
einrichtung (25) umfasst, die das Systemmodell
speichert, in die das Drehmoment (Tol) vom offenen
Kreis eingeht und die die Motorreferenzdrehzahl
(ωref) liefert.

6. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der über die Zeit trapezför-
mige Verlauf des Drehmoments (Tol) vom offenen
Kreis durch charakteristische Parameter bestimmt
ist, die den vom Drehmoment (Tol) vom offenen
Kreis maximal annehmbaren Wert (Tol,max), die Nei-
gung (α1) des ansteigenden Abschnitts des trapez-
förmigen Verlaufs und die Neigung (α2) des abfal-
lenden Abschnitts des trapezförmigen Verlaufs um-
fassen; wobei die charakteristischen Parameter je-
weils einen zulässigen Schwankungsbereich ha-
ben, der durch einen Minimalwert und einen Maxi-
malwert bestimmt ist; und der Wert jedes charakte-
ristischen Parameters von der Gaspedalposition
(APP) abhängig ist.

7. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der Wert jedes charakteri-
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stischen Parameters durch eine lineare Interpolati-
on des jeweiligen Paares aus Minimal- und Maxi-
malwert in Abhängigkeit von der Gaspedalposition
(APP) bestimmt ist.

8. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 6 oder 7,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Minimalwert
und Maximalwert, die den zulässigen Schwan-
kungsbereich jedes charakteristischen Parameters
bestimmen, von dem in einem an den Motor (1) an-
gekoppelten Getriebe (6) eingelegten Gang abhän-
gig sind.

9. Steuerungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorherge-
henden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die Steuerungseinrichtung (15) Folgendes
umfasst: eine vierte Addierereinrichtung (26), in die
die Motorreferenzdrehzahl (ωref) und die überwach-
te Motordrehzahl (ωobs) eingehen, und die eine
zweite Motordrehzahlabweichung (δω2) liefert, die
gleich dem Unterschied zwischen der Motorrefe-
renzdrehzahl (ωref) und der überwachten Motor-
drehzahl (ωobs) ist; eine dritte Multiplikationseinrich-
tung (27), in die die zweite Motordrehzahlabwei-
chung (δω2) eingeht, und die ein Proportionaldreh-
moment (Tprop) liefert, das zu der mit einem dritten
Multiplikationskoeffizienten (K3) multiplizierten
zweiten Motordrehzahlabweichung (δω2) in Bezug
steht; eine fünfte Addierereinrichtung (28), in die
das Proportionaldrehmoment (Tprop) und das über-
wachte Widerstandsdrehmoment (Robs) eingehen,
und die ein Drehmoment (Tcl) vom geschlossenen
Kreis liefert, das zu dem Unterschied zwischen dem
Proportionaldrehmoment (Tprop) und dem über-
wachten Widerstandsdrehmoment (Robs) in Bezug
steht; und eine sechste Addierereinrichtung (29), in
die das Drehmoment (Tcl) vom geschlossenen
Kreis und das Drehmoment (Tol) vom offenen Kreis
eingehen, und die das Verbrennungsdrehmoment
(Tcmb) liefert, das in Bezug steht zum Drehmoment
(Tcl) vom geschlossenen Kreis plus dem Drehmo-
ment (Tol) vom offenen Kreis.

10. Verfahren zum Steuern der Drehzahl (ωeng) eines
Motors (1), dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es die
folgenden Schritte umfasst:

- Liefern einer Motorsolldrehzahl (ωtarg), die die
gewünschte Motordrehzahl (ωeng) angibt, und
eines maximalen Motordrehmoments (Tmax);

- Erzeugen einer gemessenen Motordrehzahl
(ωmeas), die die Motordrehzahl (ωeng) angibt,
und eines Verbrennungsdrehmoments (Tcmb),
welches das durch Kraftstoffverbrennung im
Motor (1) erzeugte Antriebsdrehmoment an-
gibt;

- Erzeugen einer Motorreferenzdrehzahl (ωref),
die das Verhalten der Motordrehzahl (ωeng)

während eines Zustands des Übergangs der
Drehzahl zur Motorsolldrehzahl (ωtarg) angibt,
und eines Drehmoments (Tol) vom offenen
Kreis, das das Antriebsdrehmoment angibt,
welches vom Motor (1) während des Drehzahl-
übergangszustands der Motordrehzahl (ωeng)
erbracht werden muss, um sich in Abhängigkeit
vom maximalen Motordrehmoment (Tmax) und
der Motorsolldrehzahl (ωtarg) der Motorrefe-
renzdrehzahl (ωref) anzupassen;

- Erzeugen einer überwachten Motordrehzahl
(ωobs), die eine Schätzung der Motordrehzahl
(ωeng) darstellt, die auf der Basis eines System-
modells (18) und in Abhängigkeit vom Verbren-
nungsdrehmoment (Tcmb) und der gemesse-
nen Motordrehzahl (ωmeas) erstellt wurde, und
eines überwachten Widerstandsdrehmoments
(Robs), das eine Schätzung des an der An-
triebswelle (2) des Motors (1) wirkenden Ge-
samtwiderstandsdrehmoments darstellt, und
die in Abhängigkeit von der überwachten Mo-
tordrehzahl (ωobs) und der gemessenen Motor-
drehzahl (ωmeas) erstellt wurde;

- Erzeugen des Verbrennungsdrehmoments
(Tcmb) in Abhängigkeit von dem Drehmoment
(Tol) vom offenen Kreis, der Motorreferenz-
drehzahl (ωref), der überwachten Motordreh-
zahl (ωobs) und dem überwachten Wider-
standsdrehmoment (Robs); und

- Steuern des Motors (1) derart, dass das durch
Kraftstoffverbrennung erzeugte Antriebsdreh-
moment gleich dem Verbrennungsdrehmo-
ment (Tcmb) ist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de régulation (10) pour réguler la vitesse
de rotation (ωeng) d'un moteur (1), caractérisé par
le fait de comprendre :

des moyens palpeurs (13) qui reçoivent une vi-
tesse de rotation de moteur cible (ωtarg) indi-
quant la vitesse de rotation de moteur souhai-
tée (ωeng), et un couple de moteur maximum
(Tmax), et fournissent une vitesse de rotation de
moteur de référence (ωref) indiquant le compor-
tement de la vitesse de rotation de moteur
(ωeng) au cours d'un état de vitesse de rotation
transitoire vers ladite vitesse de rotation de mo-
teur cible (ωtarg) et un couple en boucle ouverte
(Tol) indiquant le couple d'entraînement qui doit
être produit par ledit moteur (1) au cours dudit
état de vitesse de rotation transitoire pour que
la vitesse de rotation de moteur (ωeng) suive la-
dite vitesse de rotation de moteur de référence
(ωref) ;
des moyens d'observation (14) qui reçoivent
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une vitesse de rotation de moteur mesurée
(ωmeas) indiquant la vitesse de rotation de mo-
teur (ωeng) et un couple de combustion (Tcmb)
indiquant le couple d'entraînement généré par
la combustion de carburant dans ledit moteur
(1), et fournissent une vitesse de rotation de
moteur observée (ωobs) représentant une esti-
mation de vitesse de rotation de moteur (ωeng)
réalisée sur la base d'un modèle de système
(18) et en fonction dudit couple de combustion
(Tcmb) et de ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur
mesurée (ωmeas), et un couple résistant obser-
vé (Robs) représentant une estimation du cou-
ple résistant total agissant sur l'arbre d'entraî-
nement (2) dudit moteur (1) et réalisée en fonc-
tion de ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur ob-
servée (ωobs) et ladite vitesse de rotation de
moteur mesurée (ωmeas) ; et
des moyens contrôleurs (15) qui reçoivent ledit
couple en boucle ouverte (Tol), ladite vitesse de
rotation de moteur de référence (ωref) , ladite
vitesse de rotation de moteur observée (ωobs),
et ledit couple résistant observé (Robs), et four-
nissent ledit couple de combustion (Tcmb) ; les-
dits moyens contrôleurs (15) contrôlant ledit
moteur (1) de sorte que le couple d'entraîne-
ment généré par la combustion de carburant
est égal audit couple de combustion (Tcmb).

2. Dispositif de régulation selon la revendication 1, ca-
ractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens d'observation
(14) déterminent ladite vitesse de rotation de mo-
teur observée (ωobs) et ledit couple résistant obser-
vé (Robs) en fonction de la différence entre ladite
vitesse de rotation de moteur mesurée (ωmeas) et la
vitesse de rotation de moteur observée (ωobs) elle-
même.

3. Dispositif de régulation selon la revendication 1 ou
2, caractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens d'obser-
vation (14) comprennent des premiers moyens
d'addition (16) qui reçoivent ladite vitesse de rota-
tion de moteur mesurée (ωmeas) et ladite vitesse de
rotation de moteur observée (ωobs), et fournissent
une première erreur de vitesse de rotation de mo-
teur (δω1) connexe à la différence entre la vitesse
de rotation de moteur mesurée (ωmeas) et la vitesse
de rotation de moteur observée (ωobs) ; des moyens
d'estimation de couple résistant (17) qui reçoivent
ladite première erreur de vitesse de rotation de mo-
teur (δω1), et fournissent ledit couple résistant ob-
servé (Robs) et un couple résistant instantané
(Rinst) ; et des premiers moyens de modèle de sys-
tème (18) qui stockent ledit modèle de système, re-
çoivent ledit couple de combustion (Tcmb) et ledit
couple résistant instantané (Rinst), et fournissent la-
dite vitesse de rotation de moteur observée (ωobs).

4. Dispositif de régulation selon la revendication 3, ca-
ractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens d'estimation de
couple résistant (17) comprennent des premiers
moyens de multiplication (19) qui reçoivent ladite
première erreur de vitesse de rotation de moteur
(δω1), et fournissent une variation de couple résis-
tant observé (δT1) connexe à la première erreur de
vitesse de rotation de moteur (δω1) multipliée par
un premier coefficient de multiplication (K1) ; des
deuxièmes moyens d'addition (20) qui reçoivent la-
dite variation de couple résistant observé (δT1) et
ledit couple résistant observé (Robs), et fournissent
un couple résistant mis à jour (Rup) connexe au cou-
ple résistant observé (Robs) plus la variation de cou-
ple résistant observé (δT1) ; des moyens de retar-
dement (21) qui reçoivent ledit couple résistant mis
à jour (Rup), et fournissent ledit couple résistant ob-
servé (Robs) ; des deuxièmes moyens de multipli-
cation (22) qui reçoivent ladite première erreur de
vitesse de rotation de moteur (δω1), et fournissent
une variation de couple résistant instantané (δT2)
connexe à la première erreur de vitesse de rotation
de moteur (δω1) multipliée par un deuxième coeffi-
cient de multiplication (K2) ; et des troisièmes
moyens d'addition (23) qui reçoivent ledit couple ré-
sistant observé (Robs) et ladite variation de couple
résistant instantané (δT2), et fournissent ledit cou-
ple résistant instantané (Rinst) connexe au couple
résistant observé (Robs) plus la variation de couple
résistant instantané (δT2).

5. Dispositif de régulation selon l'une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce
que lesdits moyens palpeurs (13) comprennent des
moyens de génération de configuration de couple
(24) qui reçoivent ledit couple de moteur maximum
(Tmax), ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur cible
(ωtarg), ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur de réfé-
rence (ωref), et une position de pédale d'accéléra-
teur (APP), et fournissent ledit couple en boucle
ouverte (Tol) ; ledit couple en boucle ouverte (Tol)
ayant une configuration trapézoïdale avec le temps
lorsque ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur de ré-
férence (ωref) diffère de ladite vitesse de rotation de
moteur cible (ωtarg) ; lesdits moyens palpeurs (13)
comprenant également des seconds moyens de
modèle de système (25) qui stockent ledit modèle
de système, reçoivent ledit couple en boucle ouver-
te (Tol), et fournissent ladite vitesse de rotation de
moteur de référence (ωref).

6. Dispositif de régulation selon la revendication 5, ca-
ractérisé en ce que ladite configuration trapézoï-
dale avec le temps dudit couple en boucle ouverte
(Tol) est définie par des paramètres caractéristi-
ques comprenant la valeur maximum (Tol,max) pou-
vant être assumée par le couple en boucle ouverte
(Tol), la pente (α1) de la partie ascendante de la con-
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figuration trapézoïdale, et la pente (α2) de la partie
descendante de la configuration trapézoïdale ; cha-
cun desdits paramètres caractéristiques ayant une
plage de variation acceptable définie par une valeur
minimum et une valeur maximum ; et la valeur de
chaque paramètre caractéristique étant une fonc-
tion de la position de pédale d'accélérateur (APP).

7. Dispositif de régulation selon la revendication 6, ca-
ractérisé en ce que la valeur de chaque dit para-
mètre caractéristique est déterminée par interpola-
tion linéaire de la paire respective de valeurs mini-
mum et maximum en fonction de la position de pé-
dale d'accélérateur (APP).

8. Dispositif de régulation selon la revendication 6 ou
7, caractérisé en ce que la valeur minimum et la
valeur maximum définissant la plage de variation
acceptable de chaque dit paramètre caractéristique
sont une fonction de la vitesse enclenchée dans
une transmission (6) couplée audit moteur (1).

9. Dispositif de régulation selon l'une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce
que lesdits moyens contrôleurs (15) comprennent
des quatrièmes moyens d'addition (26) qui reçoi-
vent ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur de référen-
ce (ωref) et ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur ob-
servée (ωobs), et fournissent une seconde erreur de
vitesse de rotation de moteur (δω2) égale à la diffé-
rence entre la vitesse de rotation de moteur de ré-
férence (ωref) et la vitesse de rotation de moteur ob-
servée (ωobs) ; des troisièmes moyens de multipli-
cation (27) qui reçoivent ladite seconde erreur de
vitesse de rotation de moteur (δω2), et fournissent
un couple proportionnel (Tprop) connexe à la secon-
de erreur de vitesse de rotation de moteur (δω2)
multipliée par un troisième coefficient de multiplica-
tion (K3) ; des cinquièmes moyens d'addition (28)
qui reçoivent ledit couple proportionnel (Tprop) et le-
dit couple résistant observé (Robs) , et fournissent
un couple en boucle fermée (Tcl) connexe à la dif-
férence entre le couple proportionnel (Tprop) et le
couple résistant observé (Robs) ; et des sixièmes
moyens d'addition (29) qui reçoivent ledit couple en
boucle fermée (Tcl) et ledit couple en boucle ouverte
(Tol), et fournissent ledit couple de combustion
(Tcmb) connexe au couple en boucle fermée (Tcl)
plus le couple en boucle ouverte (Tol).

10. Procédé pour réguler la vitesse de rotation (ωeng)
d'un moteur (1), caractérisé par le fait de compren-
dre les étapes consistant à :

fournir une vitesse de rotation de moteur cible
(ωtarg) indiquant la vitesse de rotation de mo-
teur souhaitée (ωeng), et un couple de moteur
maximum (Tmax) ;

générer une vitesse de rotation de moteur me-
surée (ωmeas) indiquant la vitesse de rotation
de moteur (ωeng), et un couple de combustion
(Tcmb) indiquant le couple d'entraînement gé-
néré par la combustion de carburant dans ledit
moteur (1) ;
générer une vitesse de rotation de moteur de
référence (ωref) indiquant le comportement de
la vitesse de rotation de moteur (ωeng) au cours
d'un état de vitesse de rotation transitoire vers
ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur cible
(ωtarg) , et un couple en boucle ouverte (Tol) in-
diquant le couple d'entraînement qui doit être
produit par ledit moteur (1) au cours dudit état
de vitesse de rotation transitoire pour que la vi-
tesse de rotation de moteur (ωeng) suive ladite
vitesse de rotation de moteur de référence
(ωref), en fonction dudit couple de moteur maxi-
mum (Tmax) et de ladite vitesse de rotation de
moteur cible (ωtarg) ;
générer une vitesse de rotation de moteur ob-
servée (ωobs) représentant une estimation de
vitesse de rotation de moteur (ωeng) réalisée
sur la base d'un modèle de système (18) et en
fonction dudit couple de combustion (Tcmb) et
de ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur mesurée
(ωmeas), et un couple résistant observé (Robs)
représentant une estimation du couple résis-
tant total agissant sur l'arbre d'entraînement (2)
dudit moteur (1) et réalisée en fonction de ladite
vitesse de rotation de moteur observée (ωobs)
et ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur mesurée
(ωmeas) ;
générer ledit couple de combustion (Tcmb) en
fonction dudit couple en boucle ouverte (Tol),
de ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur de réfé-
rence (ωref), ladite vitesse de rotation de moteur
observée (ωobs), et dudit couple résistant ob-
servé (Robs) ; et
contrôler ledit moteur (1) de sorte que le couple
d'entraînement généré par la combustion de
carburant est égal audit couple de combustion
(Tcmb).
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